
Market Highlight

Running Oak's Efficient Growth portfolio was up 2.44%, gross of fees, for the month of
September versus 1.87% for the S&P 500 Total Return Index.

Since inception, our Efficient Growth equity portfolio has helped clients:

Outperform the S&P 500 by an average of 1.7% per year, gross of fees*

Generate almost 30% more return, gross of fees, than the S&P 500 given the same
level of risk*

Efficient Growth outperformed the S&P 500 with less risk despite a poor environment for a
strategy focused on risk, valuations, and debt. That environment is changing.

Running Oak's Efficient Growth portfolio can now be found on RBC's managed account
platform. It was the very first strategy to be added since RBC's transition to Envestnet. 

Running Oak will have a booth at the upcoming Financial Planning Association annual
conference in Minneapolis. Come see us October 16 or 17th. 

For additional detail, please see the  strategy fact sheet.

Commentary

There are several guiding principles by which I live my life:

Some days you're the pigeon; some days you're the statue: Following six years of dirty
diapers, I know what it's like to be the statue; it stinks.

No man has ever been shot while doing the dishes: While I may have dishpan hands,
I'm currently bullet hole free.

Never invest in a trillion-dollar company: This wasn't really an issue until recently.
Fortunately, the rules-based nature of our strategy has helped me to abstain from such
folly.

Never say "I told you so"; I generally try to avoid being a jerk, but I am going to make
an exception this once.

I began writing a regular monthly/quarterly letter in May 2017. At the time, we were in the
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midst of a significant "low-quality" post presidential election rally in which the stocks of
poorly run companies went parabolic and those of well run companies languished. A primary
reason for the current rush to passive is investors' innate tendency to chase hot returns. Too
many have been burned over the years and are now taking the "duck and cover" approach in
passive. I argued that May 2017 was an excellent opportunity to do the opposite - invest in a
strategy that had outperformed over three decades but had meaningfully underperformed in
the prior several months.* Admittedly, I was a little early; our portfolio lagged by 3.5%
through July and August. Despite that poor start, our Efficient Growth strategy has now
outperformed the S&P 500 Total Return index by almost 7%, gross of fees, since May
2017. Moreover, the current low growth environment remains favorable for continued
outperformance. In other words, I told you so.

There is now more corporate debt per GDP than at any time in history. Corporations have
used that debt to repurchase stock, artificially inflating earnings per share. Per Cantor
Fitzgerald, "S&P 500 companies set a new record for stock buybacks in 2018, spending
$806 billion buying back shares, up 55% from 2017. That figure is on track to reach $940
billion in 2019." Meanwhile, the Financial Times recently reported that "U.S. corporate
executives have sold shares at the fastest pace in two decades. Insiders have sold a
combined $19 billion of stock in their companies through mid-September. This puts them on
track to hit roughly $26B for the year, which would mark the most active year since
2000." In short, corporate executives are using shareholder money to buy back record
numbers of shares, including their own.When incentives are this poorly aligned, make sure
you're invested in a strategy and process that has your back. Don't be the statue and please
don't make me say "I told you so" again. I don't want to be that guy. 



If you have any questions or if there is any way we can help, please don't hesitate to reach
out. Whether through higher returns and greater financial well-being, lower risk and increased
peace of mind, or full transparency and rules-based discipline, Running Oak Capital's mission
is to make the lives of our clients easier.

Sincerely,

Seth
 
Seth L. Cogswell
Founder and CEO
 
Running Oak Capital
4350 Baker Road | Suite 245 | Minnetonka, MN 55343
O +1 952.582.6116 | C +1 919.656.3712
seth@runningoak.com

Investment Advisory Services are offered through Running Oak Capital, a registered investment adviser.
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance expectations are no guarantee of future results; they
reflect educated guesses that may or may not come to fruition. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested
into directly. 

*While Efficient Growth has a 40 year history and 30 year track record, only the returns since 9/13 are GIPS
verified. Returns prior to 9/13, while generated real-time and not a result of a back-test, are unaudited.
 
The Standard & Poor's 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance
of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major
industries.

The Russell 1000 Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with higher price-to-
book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. 
 
The Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000 companies with lower price-to-book
ratios and lower forecasted growth values.
 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice
or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investments and strategies may be appropriate for you,
consult with us at Running Oak Capital or another trusted investment adviser. 
 
Stock prices and index returns provided by Standard & Poor's.
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